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Mara Blak creates a selection of high quality, magnificent
top designer inspired leather handbags & clutches, from
super chic animal print styles, to the sophisticated
crocodile embossed look, or chose a striking suede bag
giving you the feminine look with classical elegance. You
may want to opt for silver & gold or black & white with
bold edges and design. Or shop our latest bright
colours, aqua, white or orange and set yourself apart.
Take a pick, and enjoy this summer with a Mara Blak
handbag giving you a significant and beautiful
competitive look.

Mara Blak
LEATHER HANDBAGS .......................................
STERLING SILVER JEWELLERY ...........................
PU HANDBAGS ................................................
PU CLUTCHES ...................................................

Mob: 0400 990881
Email: info@marablak.com.au
Web: www.marablak.com.au
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Prints
available:

A1

A2

A3

HUNTER

(QIN67BLK - 155)
RRP $339
Black & white animal print leather
retro bag, flap over with two magnetic closure, adjustable/detachable straps, zipped closure along
the top of the bag, one grip handle,
interior fully lined with two side slip
pockets, one interior side zipped
pocket, silver hardware, protective
metal feet.
L29cm x W12.5cm x H29cm
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BARI
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(BAR72C - 155)
RRP $335
Cream & black shoulder barrel leather handbag with flap over
buckle with a magnetic closure, zip closure along the top of
the bag, two grip handles with silver hardware, interior fully
lined with two side slip pockets and one interior side zipped
pocket, outer back zipped pocket, detachable/adjustable
shoulder strap, protective metal feet.
L30cm x W12cm x H19cm

AQUA (BLU72A -155)
RRP $335
Aqua & silver shoulder barrel leather handbag
with flap over buckle with a magnetic closure, zip
closure along the top of the bag, two grip handles
with silver hardware, interior fully lined with two side
slip pockets and one interior side zipped pocket,
outer back zipped pocket, detachable/adjustable
shoulder strap, protective metal feet.
L30cm x W12cm x H19cm
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ZEKKE - GREY

BLU - BLUE

(BLKQ - 155 )

ZEN - RED
(BLU63Q - 155)

JOY - PINK
6

(RD63Z - 155)

(Q63PK - 155)

GREY

(CLBLK - 80)

GOLD

(CLGOL - 80)
See pg. 11

RED
BLUE

PINK

(CLRD - 80)

(CLPK- 80)

(CLBLU - 80)

CROC EMBOSSED CLUTCH

CROC EMBOSSED BAGS

RRP $335
Leather bag, two grip handles, interior fully lined with two side
slip pockets, one interior zipped pocket, one interior zipped
partition compartment, two way zip closure on the top of the
bag, outer zipped pocket at the back of the bag, adjustable/
detachable straps, silver hardware.
L32cm x W16cm x H26cm

RRP $179
Crocodile embossed leather, grey, blue, pink, red clutch.
Gold clutch is beautiful soft leather.
All clutches feature zip closure, triple compartment pockets,
zippered inner pocket, three side card slip pockets.
L23cm x W5cm x H14cm
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RILEY BROWN
(QIN49BRS - 125)

RILEY MAROON
(QIN49MRS-125)
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RILEY SUEDE BAGS

RRP $265
Maroon or brown suede drawstring bag, adjustable straps,
interior fully lined with two side slip pockets, one interior side
zipped pocket, golden colour hardware, protective metal feet.
L22cm x W14cm x H25.5cm
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SASS - SILVER
ZARI - GOLD
(Q62GOL-129)

10

(Q54SIL-129)

GOLD

(CLGOL-80)

See pg. 7

TWO GRIP HANDLE HANDBAG

RRP $265
Golden & black or silver & black shoulder leather bag, interior
fully lined with two slip pockets, one interior zipped pocket, zip
closure on the top of the bag, adjustable/detachable straps,
silver hardware, protective metal feet.
L30cm x W12.5cm x H23cm
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ANA - BLACK/GOLD

(4BG7 - 99)

MAYA - BLACK/ SILVER
4BS7 - 99)

LEATHER XL CLUTCHES
RRP $219
Pocket at front of clutch with silver clip in lock, interior fully
lined, zip closure along top of the clutch, interior one zipped
pocket, two inner slip pockets, wrist strap, silver hardware.
L27cm x W4cm x H18cm
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GOLDIE - GOLD

(CR72GL - 159)

SILVIE - SILVER
(CR72SIL - 159)

CROC EMBOSSED BAGS

RRP $349
Silver or gold crocodile embossed leather bags, two silver chain handles, flap over buckle with
a magnetic closure couple, silver hardware, zip closure on top of bag, interior fully lined with
two side slip pockets and one interior side zipped pocket, outer back of the bag features a
zipped pocket, detachable/adjustable longer strap included, protective metal feet.
L33cm x W9cm x H23
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BILLIE (Q6B2W -135)
RRP $285
Black and white leather bag, two silver chain handles, flap over buckle with a
magnetic closure, silver hardware, zip closure on top of bag, interior fully lined
with two side slip pockets and one interior side zipped pocket, outer back
of the bag features a zipped pocket, detachable/adjustable longer strap
included, protective metal feet.
L29cm x W8cm x H21.5cm

STUD (STBL - 139)

RRP $285
Black silver studded shoulder leather bag, flap over,
interior zip across top of bag, strong architectural
elements of side belts & pockets, interior fully lined,
two slip interior pocket , one interior zipped pocket,
two slip pockets, chained over the shoulder strap,
adjustable straps.
L34cm x W10cm x H25cm
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LUSCIOUS (RD6390Q - 145)
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RRP $325
Red suede leather handbag, adjustable shoulder strap with
three silver metal rings on each side, flap over with silver “clip
in” lock, opens up to lined interior pocket at front of the bag,
zip closure along top of the bag, interior fully lined with two slip
pockets and one interior zipped pocket, the outer back of the
bag features a zipped pocket.
L30cm x W10cm x H27cm

SUEDE LEATHER SHOULDER BAG

RRP $325
Suede Leather Handbag, adjustable shoulder strap with silver Hardware, flap over
with silver “clip in” lock, opens up to lined interior pocket at front of the bag, zip closure along top of the bag, interior fully lined with two slip pockets and one interior
zipped pocket, the outer back of the bag features a zipped pocket.
L30cm x W10cm x H27cm

ZIVA - BLACK

EMERSON - MAROON

(BLK63Q - 145)

(MAR64Q - 145)
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BAILEY (BAI54-1 - 145)
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RRP $320
Black & Brown crocodile embossed leather bag,
two grip handles, interior fully lined with two side
slip pockets, two interior side zipped pockets,
zip closure on the top of the bag, outer zipped
pocket at the back of the bag, adjustable/
detachable straps, silver hardware, protective
metal feet.
L32cm x W10cm x H25cm

Prints
available:

A1

A2

A4

TIGER BAG (AP81O-175)
RRP $375
Animal print black and orange leather bag, two
grip handles, interior fully lined with two side slip
pockets, two interior side zipped pockets, zip closure on the top of the bag, outer zipped pocket at
the back of the bag, adjustable/detachable straps,
silver hardware, protective metal feet.
L40cm x W10cm x H33cm
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SPOT XL CLUTCH (AP490 - 115) RRP $239
Brown & white animal leather print clutch,
fold over buckle flap, zip closure along top of the
clutch, interior fully lined, two interior slip pockets,
one interior zipped pocket, silver hardware.
L 30cm x W5cm x H16cm

CAMERON XL CLUTCH

(AP4BR9 - 115)
RRP $239
Black & brown leopard animal print leather
clutch, fold over buckle flap, zip closure along
top of the clutch, interior fully lined, two interior
slip pockets, one interior zipped pocket, silver
hardware.
L30cm x W5cm x H16cm
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LOLA XL CLUTCH

(AP4BW9 - 115)
RRP $239
Black & white animal print leather retro clutch,
fold over buckle flap, zip closure along top of the
clutch, interior fully lined, two interior slip pockets,
one interior zipped pocket, silver hardware.
L 30cm x W5cm x H16cm

TIGER XL CLUTCH

(AP4C9 - 115) RRP $239
Black and orange animal print leather clutch,
fold over buckle flap, zip closure along top of the
clutch, interior fully lined, two interior slip pockets,
one interior zipped pocket, silver hardware.
L30cm x W5cm x H16cm
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STEVIE (Q68ST - 159)
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RRP $339
Black crocodile embossed leather bag, two grip
handles, flap over with silver clip in, interior fully lined
with two side slip pockets, one interior side zipped
pocket, interior central partition with zip, outer back of
the bag features a zipped pocket, protective metal
feet, central partition with zip, silver hardware.
L35cm x W14cm x H28cm

SAMSA (OR7Q7 - 165 )
RRP $365
Orange colour leather bag, two grip handles,
interior fully lined with two side slip pockets, one
interior side zipped pocket, two way zip closure
on the top of the bag, adjustable/detachable
straps, gold colour hardware, protective metal
feet.
L38cm x W11.5cm x H33cm
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FINLEY

(FIN635Q - 165)
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FINLEY (FIN635Q - 165)
RRP $365
Black crocodile embossed leather, two chain
strap handles, features a flap over with silver
twist lock, interior fully lined with two side slip
pockets, one interior side zipped pocket, interior
central partition with zip, the outer back of the
bag features a zipped pocket, protective metal
feet.
L34cm x W12cm x H30cm

ABBEY (07R2 - 165 )

RRP $365
Orange leather handbag with bold black belts,
two grip handles, two slip interior pockets, inner
zip pocket, outer zipped pocket, fully interior
lined.
L30cm x W18cm x H33cm
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BLUSH (PEA6090 - 145)
RRP $325
Blush leather shoulder handbag, interior fully lined with
two side slip pockets and two interior side zipped pockets, Zip closure on the top of the bag, Outer zipped
pocket at the back of the bag and one outer zipped
pocket front of the bag, adjustable/detachable straps,
Silver colour hardware, protective metal feet.
L33cm x W13cm x H26cm

VIRGIN (WHI6090-145)

RRP $325
White crocodile embossed leather bag,
interior fully lined, two side slip pockets,
two interior side zipped pockets, zip
closure on the top, outer back zipped
pocket, outer front zipped pocket, adjustable/detachable straps, silver colour
hardware, protective metal feet.
L33cm x W13cm x H24cm
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CAMERON (Q7173BR - 159)
28

Prints
available:

A3

A1

A4

CAMERON (Q7170BR - 159)

RRP $339
Brown leopard print leather bag, two grip
handles, interior fully lined with two side slip
pockets and one side interior zipped pocket,
interior central partition with zip, one compartment at front and one compartment at back of
bag, two way zip closure on the top of the bag,
adjustable/detachable straps, silver hardware,
protective metal feet.
L34cm x W14cm x H22cm
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JACKIE 0 (B7L2 - 165 )
RRP $365
Beige layered leather shoulder handbag, zip closure
along top of the bag, interior fully lined, two interior
slip pockets, one interior zipped pocket.
L34cm x W12cm x H40cm
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SPOT (B5L5 - 129)

RRP $269
Black, brown and white animal print leather
round shoulder bag, one grip handle, two zip
way closure, one interior zipped pocket, one slip
interior pocket, zip closure, adjustable/detachable shoulder strap.
L25cm x W11cm x H25cm

Prints
available:

A3

A2

A4
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BANGLES

TIANA (E1B1Y - 39

RRP $95

HEART (E3B6B - 89 )

RRP $185

925 Sterling Silver Onyx, Agate,

925 sterling silver heart.

Width: 16mm

Width: Heart: 15 mm., Bangle: 2 mm./
Pc.
Height: Heart: 28 mm.
Diameter: 60 mm, Weight: 18.6g

RUFINIA (E52EB - 115 )

RRP $255

925 Sterling Silver, CZ, pave setting,
rhodium plating.
Width: 6mm, Diameter: 52 x 60mm
Weight: 15g
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MONIFA (E190B - 65 )
RRP $139
Crystal glass & 925 sterling silver crystal preciosa
ball bracelet, bond setting.
Diameter: 52 mm., Ball: 12.5 mm Weight: 6.2g

DAE (T102B - 179 )

RRP $349

White Preciosa Crystal,
Diameter: 6.50cm Width: 3.30cm,
Weight: 76.42g
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PENDANTS

FLORA (E19PP - 55)

RRP $119

925 Sterling Silver Flower, Preciosa
Crystal, Marcasite, Bond Setting, Swiss
Marcasite
W26mm x H37mm
Weight: 6g

FRANKIE (E90PP - 30)

RRP$75

LAYLA (E14PP - 60)

RRP $135

925 sterling silver, preciosa crystal,
bond setting,

925 Sterling Silver Coloured Enamel
Pendant.

W15mm x H26mm

W22mm x H44mm
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NECKLACES

LUV (E8SN8 - 169)

RRP $339

ANJA (E3N0 - 85)

RRP$175

925 Sterling Silver, 30 Strands

925 Sterling Silver Ball Necklace

W15mm x H37mm
Weight: 46.9g

Weight: 17.4 g

LORA (E22SEN - 69)

RRP $149

925 sterling silver earring, pendant
jewellery set , preciosa crystal, bond
setting.
Width: Earrings: 11 mm, Pendant: 11
mm.
Height: Earrings: 56 mm. Pendant: 47
mm.
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RINGS
DALILA (E19MC - 75)

RRP$165

HARPER (E32CR - 75)

RRP $115

925 sterling silver marcasite leaf ring,
bond setting,

925 Sterling Silver CZ, pave set &
prong rhodium plating.

Top Width: 47 mm Grams: 9.1g
Size 6, 7, 8, 9

Top Width: 24 mm Grams: 9.1 g
Size 6, 9

ZENA (E24MR - 60)

RRP $135

925 sterling silver, mother of pearl shell
heart, wood, bezel setting
Top Width: 31 mm.
Size 7, 8, 9

CHIKE (E36CR - 80)

RRP $165

925 Sterling Silver ,CZ, pave setting,
black rhodium plating.
Top Width: 28 mm Grams: 7.8g
Only size 8
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EARRINGS
FREJA (E25EE - 69)

RRP$139

PANA (E19EE - 65)

RRP $135

925 sterling silver preciosa crystal,
bond setting.

925 sterling silver raindrop dangle
earrings.

Width: 30 mm Height: 84 mm
Grams:7.8

Width: 13 mm, Height: 57 mm.

JENNA (E16EB - 46)

RRP $95

925 sterling silver light sky blue colour,
preciosa crystal hoop earrings, prong
setting.
Width: 2.5 mm Height: 38 mm

JONA (E16EW - 46)

RRP $95

925 sterling silver clear preciosa crystal
hoop earrings, prong setting.
Width: 2.5 mm Height: 38 mm
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HIGH QUALITY SOFT PU BAGS

MAISIE - GOLD L40 x W13cm x H31cm

MAISIE - BLUE

L40 x W13cm x H31cm
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MILLIE - BLACK L42 x W12cm x H31cm

SCARLETT

L31 x W13cm x H26.5cm
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CASSIDY - COFFEE L30 x W13cm x H25cm

CASSIDY - BEIGE L30 x W13cm x H25cm
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LAYLA - COFFEE L33cmx W13cm x H26cm

LAYLA - BURGUNDY L33cmx W13cm x H26cm
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TAMMY L33 x W14cm x H26cm
Canglan (Blue), Pink, Lemon and Beige
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HIGH QUALITY SOFT PU CLUTCHES

BO

L25.5 x W7.5cm x H16cm
Burgundy, Navy, Light Pink and Cream
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LLOYD - PEACH

L33cmx W12cm x H20cm

LLOYD - WHITE

L33cmx W12cm x H20cm
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SADIE
Pink, Black, Brown
L33cmx W12cm x H20cm
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Be the goddesss this summer with this beautiful 70% silk material wrap. They grace a strong of
extraordinary beauty. Be versatile, use it as a head covering, a cape around your shoulders, or knotted
around your neck or wear it as a top, dress or a skirt. A beautiful silk scarf is always a welcome addition
to every woman’s wardrobe.
RED - SILKRD

GREEN - SILKGR
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Mara Blak
2015 Summer Collection

PO Box 2054 (Lygon St. North)
Brunswick East VIC 3057
E: info@marablak.com.au
Mob: 0400 990881
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